on – Meaningg
Productio
and meth
hods employeed in transforrmation of
tangible inp
puts (raw
m
materials,
semi‐
Processess
finished goods,
g
or subassemblies) and intangible inputs (id
deas, informaation, know how) into goods
g
or servicees.
The conc
cept of a Prod
duction Func
ction

The produ
uction functio
on is a matheematical expression which relates the quantity
q
of facctor inputs to
o the
quantity of
o outputs thaat result. The production function
f
has the
t general fo
orm Q = f(L, K,
K … ) where Q is
output, L is labor inputt, K is capital input and wh
here other inp
puts may also
o be used.
mic theory the
ere are two tyypes of factor inputs:‐
In econom
FIXED INP
PUTS: Fixed inputs are tho
ose factors th
he quantity off which remains constant irrespective of
o the
level of output producced by a firm. For examplee, land, buildings, machines, tools, equ
uipments, sup
perior
types of laabor, top man
nagement etcc.
VARIABLEE INPUTS: Vaariable inputss are those faactors the quantity of which varies with variations in
i the
levels of output prod
duced by a firm
f
for exam
mple, raw materials, pow
wer fuel, watter, transport and
communication

n
The Shortt Run Producttion Function
The shortt run is define
ed in econom
mics as a perriod of time where at least one factor of production is
assumed to be in fixe
ed supply i.e
e. it cannot be
b changed. We normally assume thaat the quanttity of
puts (e.g. plan
nt and machinery) is fixed and that pro
oduction can be
b altered byy suppliers thrrough
capital inp
changing the demand for variable inputs
i
such as
a labour, com
mponents, raw materials and
a energy in
nputs.
Often thee amount of laand available for productio
on is also fixeed.
We make use of three measures of production / productivity.
•

To
otal product is simply thee total outpu
ut that is gen
nerated
frrom the facto
ors of producction employeed by a busin
ness. In
m
most
manufacturing industries such as motor veehicles,
frreezers and DVD
D
players, it is straightfforward to measure
m
th
he volume off production from labourr and capital inputs
th
hat are used
d. But in many service or
o knowledgee‐based
in
ndustries, where much of the output iss “intangible”” or perhaps weightless we find it hard
der to
m
measure
produ
uctivity

Th
he Three Phaases and the correspondin
c
ng shape of TP is:

•
•

Phases

Shape of
o TP

P increases att
TP
In
ncreasing rate
e

Covex: upward
u
slopin
ng
upto D

TP
P increases att
Decreasing ratte

Concavee: upward slo
oping
(after D upto H)

P falls
TP

Downward sloping after H

Average product is the tottal output divided by thee number of units of the variable facttor of
A
production em
mployed (e.g. output per worker
w
employyed or outputt per unit of capital
c
emplo
oyed)
M
Marginal
prod
duct is the chaange in total product when an addition
nal unit of thee variable factor of
production is employed. For example marginal
m
product would measure
m
the change in output
o
th
hat comes fro
om increasingg the employyment of labo
our
byy one person
n, or by addin
ng one more machine to the
t
production pro
ocess in the short run.

Relation between
b
MP and AP
age relationsship. It is as fo
This is a marginal‐aver
m
ollows:
1) When
W
MP > AP
P, AP rises
2) When
W
MP = AP
P, Ap is constant
3) When
W
MP < AP
P, AP falls

AP

MP
Law of Vaariable Propo
ortions

This law iss one of the most
m fundamental laws of production. It gives us on
ne of the keyy insights to th
he
working out
o of the most ideal comb
bination of factor inputs.
In the sho
ort‐run the le
evel of produ
uction can bee changed byy changing th
he factor pro
oportions. Thiis law
examines the production function with on facto
or variable, keeeping the otther factors quantities
q
fixed. In
other words this law explains the short‐run production function. When
n the quantity of one inp
put is
varied, keeeping other inputs
i
constaant, the propo
ortion between factors changes. When
n the proportion of
variable factors
f
increaases, the totaal output do
oes not alwayys increase in
n the same proportion,
p
b in
but
varying prroportion. In other words all factor inputs are not avvailable in pleenty. Hence, in order to exxpand
the outpu
ut, scarce facttors must be kept constant and variablee factors are increased in greater
g
quantities.
Additionaal units of varriable factor on
o the fixed factors
f
will ceertainly mean
n a variation in output. Th
he law
of variablle proportion
ns or the wayy of non – prroportional output
o
explains how variaation in one factor
f

input give place for variations in outputs. The law can be stated as the following: As the quantity of
different units of only one factor input is increased to a given quantity of fixed factors, beyond a
particular point, the marginal, average and total output eventually decline.

Law of Diminishing Marginal Product
Assumptions of the Law
1. Only one variable factor unit is to be varied while all other factors should be kept constant.
2. Different units of variable factor are homogenous.
3. Techniques of production remain constant.
4. The law will hold good only for a short and a given period.
5. There are possibilities for varying the proportion of factor inputs

Thus, the law states that if more and more units of a variable factor are applied to a given quantity of
fixed factor, the total output may initially increase at an increasing rate but beyond a certain level the
total output, the rate of increase in total output eventually diminishes in the use of additional units of
the variable factor. The volume of goods produced can be looked at form three different angles viz.
STAGE 1: STAGE OF INCREASING RETURNS
The first stage goes from origin to the point where the average output is maximum i.e. P because
corresponding to this point P the MP is rising and reaches its highest point. When a firm expands output
by increasing the quantity of variable factors in proportion to fixed it moves towards optimum
combination of factors of production. After the point P, MP decline and as such TP increases gradually.
In this stage the law of increasing return may be said to operate and marginal product begins to fall i.e
law of diminishing returns set in. The First stage comes to an end at the point where MP curve cuts the
AP curve when the AP is maximum at N.
STAGE 2: STAGE OF DIMINISHING RETURNS
The second stage goes from the point where the average output is maximum to the point where the
marginal output is zero. After having attained the optimum. Combination of the fixed inputs and the
variable input, if the firm increases still further the quantity of the variable input, the per unit output of
the variable input falls. In this stage, total output rises but only at a diminishing rate
STAGE 3: STAGE OF NEGATIVE RETURNS
The third stage covers the range over which the marginal output is negative and total output naturally
falls. No producer will operate at this stage, even if he can procure the variable input at zero prices. The

first and the third stages are known as stages are known as stages of economic absurdity or economic
non‐sense. A producer will always seek to operate in the second stage. At which point the producer will
operate in this stage will depend upon the prices of the factor inputs. In the following figures we have
drawn TP and units of variable upmost in one figure and AP and MP and units of variable inputs in the
other figure. In both the table and the graphic representation e see that both average and marginal
products first increase reach the maximum and eventually decline

Long run production ‐ returns to scale
In the long run, all factors of production are variable. How the output of a business responds to a
change in factor inputs is called returns to scale.
•
•
•

Increasing returns to scale occur when the % change in output > % change in inputs
Decreasing returns to scale occur when the % change in output < % change in inputs
Constant returns to scale occur when the % change in output = % change in inputs

Cost
Explicit Cost
It is a business expense that is easily identified and accounted for. Examples of explicit costs would be
items such as wage expense, rent or lease costs, and the cost of materials that go into the production of
goods. With these expenses, it is easy to see the source of the cash outflow and the business activities to
which the expense is attributed.
Implicit Cost
A cost that is represented by lost opportunity in the use of a company's own resources, excluding cash.
These are intangible costs that are not easily accounted for. For example, the time and effort that an
owner puts into the maintenance of the company rather than working on expansion.

Normal Profit
Normal profit is the minimum level of profit needed for a company to remain competitive in the
market. It is also known as "economic profit".
The sum of explicit cost, implicit cost and normal profits is called economic cost.
Components of Economic Costs


Total cost (TC): Total Cost equal fixed cost plus variable costs. TC = FC + VC.


Variable cost (VC): Variable costs are the costs paid to the variable input. Inputs include labor,
capital, materials, power and land and buildings. Variable inputs are inputs whose use varies
with output. Conventionally the variable input is assumed to be labor.




Total variable cost (TVC) or (VC) total variable costs is the same as variable costs.

Fixed cost (FC) fixed costs are the costs of the fixed assets those that do not vary with
production.


Total fixed cost (TFC) or (FC)



Average cost (AC): average cost is total costs divided by output. AC = FC/q + VC/q


Average fixed cost (AFC) = fixed costs divided by output. AFC = FC/q. The average fixed cost
function continuously declines as production increases.



Average variable cost (AVC) = variable costs divided by output. AVC = VC/q. The average variable
cost curve is typically U‐shaped. It lies below the average cost curve and generally has the same
shape ‐ the vertical distance between the average cost curve and average variable cost curve
equals average fixed costs. The curve normally starts to the right of the y axis.



Marginal cost (MC): Marginal cost is the change in total costs from increasing output by one
extra unit.

Short Run Costs
In the short run, because at least one factor of production is fixed, output can be increased only by
adding more variable factors. Hence we consider both fixed and variable costs
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MARGINAL COST (MC) AND AVERAGE COST (AC)
The relationship between marginal cost and average cost is an arithmetic relationship. To understand
this relationship let us take a numerical example.
The table A shows the marginal costs, total costs and average costs at different levels of output.
Table A
Output
Total cost
Marginal cost
Average cost
(Units)
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
1
60
60
60
2
110
50
55
3
162
52
54
4
216
54
54
5
275
59
55
Column 1 shows the level of output.
Column 2 shows the total cost of producing different levels of output.
Column 3 shows the increase in total cost resulting from the production of one more unit of output.
(It is called marginal cost. Thus MCn = TCn ‐ TCn‐1, where n and n‐1 are levels of output).
Column 4 shows the average cost at different levels of output
This table shows that :
1. Average cost falls only when marginal cost is less than average cost. Upto the third unit of
output, the marginal cost is less than the average cost and average cost is falling. When 2 units are
produced the marginal cost is Rs. 50 which is less than the previous average cost (Rs.60), now average
cost falls from Rs. 60 to Rs. 55. When 3 units are produced, the marginal cost is Rs. 52 which is less than
the average cost of 2 units (Rs. 55) so once again the average cost falls from Rs. 55 to Rs. 54.

2. Average cost will
w be consttant when marginal cost is
i equal to average cost. When 4 unitts are
produced, ave
erage cost doees not changee (It is Rs. 54 when 3 unitss are produceed and remains Rs.
54
4 when 4 unitts are producced) because marginal cost (Rs. 54) is equal to averaage cost (Rs. 54).
5
W
5 unitts are
3. Average cost will rise when marginal cost is greaater than aveerage cost. When
4 to Rs. 55, because
b
the marginal
m
cost (Rs. 59) is grreater
produced averrage cost risees from Rs. 54
han the averaage cost (Rs. 54). This relationship beetween margiinal cost and
d average cosst is a
th
geeneralized re
elationship an
nd holds goo
od in case of the margin
nal and averaage values of
o any
vaariable, be it revenue or product etc.
otal Costs
To

Cost (Rs)

Total Fixe
ed Cost: It remains constaant at all levels of
output. TFFC curve, therrefore, is paraallel to the x‐aaxis.

Units of output

To
otal Variable
e Cost: There are two phasses in
th
he behavior of
o TVC as ou
utput increasees. In
th
he first phase
e, TVC rises at
a decreasing rate.
It means everyy new unit off output prod
duced
nvolves lowerr cost. It is beecause of increase
in
in
n the efficienccy of the variable input due to
proper utilization of fixed in
nputs,
pecialization and
a division of
o labour.
sp
In
n the secon
nd phase, TVC
T
rises at an
in
ncreasing rate
e. This mean
ns that everyy new
unit of output produced haas a higher co
ost as
co
ompared to the previous unit.
u

To
otal Cost: It is the sum off TFC and TVC.
Siince TFC is constant att all levels of
output, TC always exceed
ds TVC by th
he
mount of TFC
C.
am

Mathematicaal Relation between MC
M
C and
A
AC
M affects AC
MC
C, whether AV
VC or ATC.
a) If MC
C is lower than
n AC, then AC
C falls
b) If MC
C is equal to
o AC, then AC is
c
constant.
C is greater than
t
AC, theen AC
c) If MC
r
rises.

